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SUMMARY 

A data matrk of retention indices for 18 ethers on 25 ststionary phases is 
fzctor analyzed. Sk factors reproduce 96 % of the data points to better than f five 
retention index units. Over 30 vectors based on physicaIly and chemically significant 
parameters of the ethers appear upon rotation to be kctors. Among the successfully 
rotated parameters are moIecuIar weight, total atom number. boiling point (“K), 
unity, unsaturation zmiqueness, and the difference in the carbon number for the two 
alky1 &ups. The relative importance of the physically significant vectors is estimated 
by reproducing the mztrk using a.II possible combinations of vectors. In a six-factor 
space, the best set of physical vectors gave an average row average error of 5.3. The 
square of the boiling poir;t (“K) is shown to be most nearly equivalent to the domi- 
nant eigenvecfor. Using combinations of six vectors consisting of rows and columns 
of data from the original mrrtrk, the best reproductions for solute-associated and sol- 
vent-associated vectors had average row average errors. of 3.3 and 2.9, respectively. 

Factor analysis of retention data I-S based on the method of Weiner and co- 

workers9 has proved to be H higbIy promising approach for acquiring insights into 
the solute-soWrit interactions in chromatography”‘. Parameters of the soiveqts and 
solutes can be tested individually for possible identikation with the fundamental 
factors of the retention data space; knowledge of the funcdonaI form of the interac- 
tions is not required. 

Factor ana,iysis GZU contribute to ac undcrstartding of interactions in compks 
prob!ems in t@o main ways. First, if one has 3 functional relation for an interaction, 
then factor .zn&& can be appkd to ted the proposed model. This approach was 
foIlowed by Weiner ef a[_’ and Weiuer and Malinowski” in their highly original ap- 
piication of factor anaiysjs to solvent effects OI‘~ chemical shifts. LModek for retention 

l To whom cm-respondence AmId be addressed. 
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rxcchanistis in gas-liquid c’hmmat0gt~phy (GLC) were nxentIy vetified by Weiner 
et ali . using Facwr a&y&s. Un.fortunateiy, the state of theories OF interactiOns k 
such *&at we selciom 5zve even a hint as to the m&Ixxm~cal form of the imeraction 

terns. Thus, 5 second way of usin, = factor andysis, the empiricA tipproacl?, 0Sers 
S_pccid p~omke for sdving problem in man~~.fiekb. h the empkkd a?prOd WCXI 
thong& we nzy be compktdy igmraant of the quanti’titive f0m of some or p:o626W 

a1[ of Ek;e energies of interaction, factor 2nzlysis a.lIows one to flmi et !east S partial 
solution to the probkm by empirirdiy test&g - ;n the rotationa scheme of Svi3firKWSki 

various physical and shetic vectors assoktcd wit6 the row a.& coiimiii ekinents 
of the data matrix. Such a working-backwards approach CZIZ be atikd for pio6kX.S 

that tiill now have not ken amenable to anzlysis. The empirical approach has been 
applied by Howery, Weine, r amI m-workers to cXC-~*‘” and to several other 
;iTe;ts”.i3-‘5 

The vecto_rs are cfioszn by 2 combination of chenrical insight and enipiricism; 

one acquires from an analysis of the results of the rotations estimates for the bzst 

functionat dependence of the &erection terns. Then, by testing ali possibk combi- 

nations Of the -better vectors using the reproduction scheme of Malinowski, OEZ GUI 
determine which combinatioirs best repro&xx the data matrix. Ereproductiocs within 

or near the euperimen&1 error of :he data points are found for both f&e row and the 
co!lunn elements . then ooze ks found empirical solutions that iire good approtia- 
tions of the mathemadcaily correct soIntion. At present, only factor 2naIysis allows 
the posSibili5 OF such iosight into muItidimensior& probfzms. 

We present here 2 detailed factor anaiysis of the retention indices of ethers OQ 

2 vmriety of stationary-ph2se solvents. 51 an efTort to extend the scope of tire empirical 

approach, mw methods for estimating the relative importance and equivaIence of 

phWa!iy and chemicafiy sig~~ificrint parameters are explor2d. 

From the compS2tion of McReynoldP, 2 matrix of retention indices at 120 “C 

for i8 ethers OQ 25 st2tionuy phases was chosen. The soiutes and soivents are listed 

in Table i. F2ctor analyses were performed on IBM XXI/145 and iEM 3&l/!&3 di&aaI 

co_mputers using a FORTRAN IV progam developed by Weiner et a[.’ and expanded 

extemive!y by us. The pro_gram is zvdlable upon request_ 

Using the approach~descrit#d prevlousty6, six abstract eigcnvectors seem to be 

reqrrired to reproduce the dat;a man-ix within expximea4 error. Five eigenvect0rs 

reproduced the n;atiix wkb ahl average row average error fa.r.a.e.) of 2.8 retention 

index (IpI) units, the largest error being 14, and 34 points havirtg errors exceeding five 
RL unit2 In a six-factor space be 2.r.a.e. is 1.1. with tke kgzst error being 5.2 and 
0eIy 16 points having errors greater than 3. Since the average experimental error in 

McReynoHs’ data is i;L the range 3-5 Rf unitr, we f&E thar the ether-s&vent inter- 

action space is adquatefy represented by sh factors. Rotations of sever& physicairlly 

si.gticar~t vectors also gave considerably better fits for six fatiors than for five factors, 
fmher coa5ming our choice. 



Dimethvl ether 
Propel &ethyl ether 
Butyl methy ether 
rerr.-Butyl methyt aher 
Diethy! ether 
SutyI ethyl e&her 
rerk-Butyl ethyl ether 
Dipropyl e&r 
kopropjrl prapyI ether 
Diisopropyl ether 
re.rt.-BayI isopropyl ether 
Dipa@l ether 
Diisope~~tyl ether 
Ethyl vinyl ether 
ButyI vinyl ether 
Isobutyi vinyl ether 
2-Ethyl-I-hexy2 vkiyi ether 
A&y1 ethyl ether 

Apiezon L 0.13 1.09 
Carbowa &XI 0.32 0.97 
Carbouax 20hf 0.31 0.95 
Butyf tetrzcILforophth&te 0.07 I.13 
Di-@e&yt) sekxate 0.0s I.12 
DigIscerol 0% 0.35 
Diisodecyi phthalafe 0.19 I .O.5 
DioctqI sebacae 0.12 !.I0 
Dow Corning 5% fluid o.i2 1.10 
Dow Corning FS 1265 fluid 0.53 0.80 
FIexoi 8N8 0.36 0.93 
Kyprose SPSO 0.60 0.74 
TgepzI CO SW 0.16 1.07 
Isooctyldeql adipiate 0.07 I.13 . __ 
Plurotic acid O.i6 1.05 
Pofyphenyl ether-5 rings 0.2: I.01 
Qadrol 0.29 0.99 
SE-30 0.11 1.09 
SE-3 I 0.13 ‘1 .a4 
SE-51 0.14 r.a9 
Stxrase acetate isabutyrate 0.10 l.IE 
TMP tripelargonate 005 1.1-l 
Tricresyl phospha 0.07 I.13 
‘Jcon LB-:715 0.07 I.I3 

Zonyl E-7 O&Q 0.74 

0.84 0.50 
0.14 1.17 
a.17 1.15 
0.59 0.81 
0.23 l.il 
0.28 I .Oi 
O.I9 I.13 
0.55 I.01 
0.28 I .Q7 
0.24 I.10 
0.29 I.06 
0.4’ 0.96 
0.41 0.97 
0.37 1.00 
0.27 1.0s 
0.2s 1.07 
0.39 0.9s 
0.25 I.10 



eters of the ethers t&2, when used as test vectors ii-~ l&e r~t&mal least-squxes metfmd 
Of Weiner er aL9, will align wei: in the six-factor space witi one of the abstract &W- 
vecto-5. We are eqxcialiy interested in testing a Iarge mm$3er of chemical vectors 
basd oti s~~~ture~ dXerences in &ese ciasely related sakes. 

Following the suggest& of Knckvater et Q!.~, we hzve used the value of the 
Ex_er F~nctfon~’ to estimate tie reiative success of rotations. We have fomd this 
function to have mixed utility. In most cases, our qu.aIitative evaluation of a WtatioS 
bas:d ou chemical insiF& agrees wirk ~c~iated Exner values, i.e., better rotations 

have lower Exner values. There x-e many cases, however, in w%kh E.xner values are 
qui’:e contrary to our quaiitative evaluations. Hence, we propose thaf the value of 
the Exner fuxtion should zever be used as the sole criterion for evaluating rot2tions. 
We depend primarily on a quaMative point-by-point evakation of the inputed and 
calculated vectors; the average error and Exner value are utilized as secondary infor- 

mati~n. For test vectors bavi~g similar characteristics, such as a series of uniqueness 
tests, the Ever value is most useful for comparitig rotations. 

The reciprocal, square 2nd natural logarithm of each vector are test& routinely. 
Tests of the lo~tithms of vectors are visually of little value since the !ogarithms of 
most vect0r.s cover too small! a range ad often approach a unity vector. 

Tests for_ such physic21 properties of the ethers as motecuiar weight, molar 

refrzction, boitiing point (“Kj, m d botiing point (“K) squared (SEX) gave quite good 
agreemeEt between kputed known values and corresponding values predicted by the 
best-fit rotated vector. Tests for such vectors as boiling poim (“C) and freezing pokt 
(“C) prcducec! generaily goorl Ets though several points were predicted with greater 
tihan 107; error. A summary of all the better rotations invohkg physical vectors is 
presented in Tab12 II, in which are given descriptions of the vectors ark the results 
of the rotariox. Properties that were predicted with large erron (armd, tilerefore, do 
not seem to have ‘&e attributes of fundamental factors) inckde refractive index and 
density. Many physical properkes, such as vapor pressure, viscosity, enthalpy of 
combustion, enthalpies of phase transitions, standard entropies and standard thermo- 
dynamic functions of formation, couid not be validly tesfed for lack of data_ (In a 

six-factor space, at least six points that span wet! the totA vector space are required 
on a vaiid test vector.) 

In an efTort to identify structural parameters that might signifuzantly influence 
the retention indices of ethers, a large number of structure-based vectors were for- 
mulated and tested. Among the relatively straightforward vectors that tested weli 
enough to be possible fudamentsi factors are: unity (which should test wefi if the 
ethers cont& a common f2ctor), uns2turation uniquencss5, carbon number, hydrogen 
rrurnber and totat atom mumber. &her vectors *&at showed somewhat poorer agree- 
ment (correct qualitative pattern with a few poorly predicted points) but that stiLI 
m2y be factors include: methyl ether tiqueness (for CH,f)R-type ethers), highest 
degree of substitrrem character for the carbon 2roms in the ether-bond @ri. 
secondary or tertiary character), and tit difkrence in the number of carboc atoms in 
the two alkyd .p~ps. A summary of tie fxtter rotations iavoIvicrg chemical vectors 
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IN 
IC 
FK 
EC 
EX 
UN 
b:J 
-Fu 
M Lf 
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VU 
CD 
CR 
HA 
L+k 
SA 
RMW 
RXfR 
RCN 
R-IX 
RC0 
RHN 
RFC 
SCN 
S-i-N 
SC0 
SBK 
LCN 

Mokcular weight 
Molar refraction 
ckb@tI number 
-FotzI atom number 
Ckrbciu -+ oxygen number 
Hydrogen nlunber 
Freezing point (‘c) 
Freezing poim (“K) 
BoakIg point (“c) 
Bozrtg point (“K) 
unify 
Dimethyl ether uniqueness 
fert.-Butyl mztttyl etha uniqueness 
Methyl tiquena 
Ur!xturation uniqueness 
Vinyl Luliqueness 
Chain dXierenc45~~~ 
Cflzin rztio* 
Highest adjacent?+ 
Lcwest adjacent+t 
Sum adjacent;* 
Reciprocal Rf w 
Reciprocal MR 
Reciprocal CN 
Reciprocal TN 
Reciprocal CO 
Reciprocal H-N 
Recigroczl i=C 
squzrs CN 
sqwrz TN 
SqLIare co 
Sq_Izi~ BK 
Lq$~iLhrn Cx 

m2, 1 I.52 

31.58,X.23 
67 
2!, 24 
7.8 
14, I4 
-94.0, -7S.5I 
179.2, L92.5 
73.~0,86.35 
346.3, 353.5 
1% 1 
(40 
0,O 
0, 0 
0.0 
o,o 
‘,I 
-3, I.33 
3 - ,J 
I, 2 
4 5 
0.0035,0.0086 
0.03 I7,O.O~i6 
0.167.0.1-G 
0.~76.0.041i 
O.l-s,O.tZ5 
0.0711,0.0625 
-0.0106, -0.0123 
36.49 
441,376 
49.64 
I19S90 119210 
1.79, Lb5 

0.10-t 
O.US6 
0.069 
0.028 
0.082 
0.073 
0.958 
0.597 
O.ffX 
0.251 
65 

0.500 
0.810 
0.575 
0.259 
0.186 
0.336 
0.549 
0.649 
0.645 
0.532 
0.303 
0.269 
0.206 
0.193 
0.193 
0.264 
0258 
0.101 
O.OSS 
0.0s 
0.016 
0.113 

v Exa1@2S giva zre for rert.-butyi ethyl etl?er &oIute 7) and rfrl.-butyl isopropyi erher (soiute 11). 
se Numkr of points an input rector. 

‘** v = Verv god agrecmtnt tdueeen inputed end calculated vector; g = good agreement; f = fair (several 
PC nts poorly pkdicteci or pattern only predicted). 

f Data appIy to rotations using six factors. 
5% Value undeiined. 

555 Total nu&er of~&~~n &xus on largest radical - total number of carbon atoms on smaksf redica1. 
+ TOW LVXII~~ of ~ZI&CXI atam OR brgest radicai/totti number of carboo atoms sfl smakst rridical. 

*+ && an t&c dcgrz of the two carbon atoms invokd in the ether hkage, e-g., phltry = 1, EeniaQ’ = 3. 

is given in Tabk K Typical vectors that do not appear to be factors incfude: ratio 
of the number of carbon atoms in the EWQ chains, total number of carbon atoms off 
tie mab &a&, ratio of the carbon number of the longer main chzh to the wborz 
nurt;ber of the shorter m& chain, ratio of main-chain carbon number to branch- 

chain carbon number, isopropyl uniqueness, - &yI uniqueness, dialkyl uniqueness (for 
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i.2 
034 
0.83 
I .a3 
0.19 
0.04 
0.08 

-0.28 
-0.30 

-0.10 
o.cw 
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stiIar w do not expect to find much uniqueness in the individual soMes_ Only the 
soIutcs dimethyl ether (the so!ute having the smallest molecuiar weigkt and, therefore, 
havfng the most poorly anchored points on test vectors) and rerr.-butyl methyi ether 
e-x&bit significzmtly large uniqueness values (0.89 and 0.59, respectively). Aside from 
the vinyl ethers, correlations berween groups of ethers were [acting. an a given vinyl 
e+Lher uniqueness test, the other vinyl ethers tended to have predicted values almost 
as hi& as the solute being tested, consistent with the successfuE rotation for the un- 
saturation uniqueness vector mentioned above. 

Wken the solute isobutyi methyl e’rher was included in the data matrix, atypical 
results were obtained. With four, five and even sLu factors the point corre=ponding to 
this ether and the sofvem di-(t-ethyl) sebaczte was predicted with errors exceeding 20 
RI units. OnIY with seven or more factors did the error becOMe ma!!. In a five-factor 
space, the etker kad a quite Iow uniqueness value; with six or more factors, however, 
the uniqueness exceeded 0.80. In the light of this unusua! behavior, isobutyl methyl 
ether was not incorporated in the study reported here. 

Reproductiorrs usr’ng real rectors 
One of the central objectives of theoretical chemistry is the identi&iEion of the 

complete set of interacEions operative in a given problem; in terms of factor analysis, 
we would Iike to find a set of vectors that span the interaction space. using the repro- 
duction scheme of Factor analysis, we czn routinely assess the ability of a given set 
of vectors to reproduce the original data matrix. A set of test vectors is used to 
reproduce the data matrix in the same way as a set of abstract eigenvectors !; employed 
in the reproduction scheme to determine the number of factors. The proram has 
been modif%+ to run a!l possible combinations of a chosen set of vectors, e.g., the 33 
physic&y and chemicaiiy significant vectors in Table II or the rows and the columns 
of data from the odgnal matrix, in the reproduction scheme for any chosec number 
of factors. We now shati demonstrate procedures that allow one to estimate the 
rcIative importat~ce OF each test vector in each factor space, to eSEiI%iEe possible 
associations between the set of red vectors and the set of abstract eigenvectors, and 
G.na[iy to pinpoint sets of relatively equivalent real VeCEOS Though the approach may 
consume considerable computational: time, tke additional information acquired con- 
siderably extends the scope of factor analysis. 

kz combinations for one through six Factors, Le., afI combinations of L, 2, 3, 
4.5 and 6 test vectors listed in Tabie II, were ruu in the reproduction scheme. A sum- 
mary of the better combinations for factors l-6 is given at the bottom of Table IV. 
The cut-off values for the a.r.a.e. are arbitrary. A reiativeiy low CM-og would em- 
phasize the more important vectors. - we attempted to choose cut-offs that would 
bring out the key yeczxos and at t&e same time demonstrate the equivatence or Iack 

of equivalence z~~~ong vectors. &.ck value in tke main body of Table IV gives the 
prcentage of times the specified row element appeared in combinations having an 

a.r.a.e. less ~&III the chosen cut-ofF values for the factor space designated by the COI- 
Umn number. 

For a given number of factors, the more important vectors are probably those 
Whick have the kigher percenta_gs. For example, in a six-factor space the vector 
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WA 0 3 5 
MR G 3 5 
TN G 0 -8 
co 0 0 B 
ix4 G 0 IO 

&ix G G 8 
FC G 15 6 
FK G 3 3 
BC 0 24 17 

BK 0 30 21 

UN 8 9 1.3 

DU 0 G G 
Tu G G G 

MU G 1 

; 

9 

UU 0 3 
VU G G 5 

CD G 0 5 

CR G G G 

HA 0 0 7 
LA G G 7 
SA G 0 IS 
RhW 0 9 11 
ECMR G 6 9 
RTN G 6 7 

RCO G 6 7 
RCN G 3 10 

RHN G 6 I-l 
RFC G G I. 
ST-Y G 9 5 
SC0 G 9 
SCN 0 9 : 
SBK If33 46 75 
LCN G G 8 

ToA number of 
combinerions 33 528 5456 

Cut-ofi (a.r.a.e.) 50.0 ~.O 25.0 

Nlxlkr of rzpxlductioos 
I* Eiian ti-clfr 1 53 262 

ka coutitiion: 
n.t.a.e. 47.8 18.5 12.5 
‘u’ectors involved” SBK SSK,RHN SBK, LA, 

R%W 

1 17 
G 33 

10 22 
10 22 
I2 42 

8 24 
5 G 
L 3 

15 4’ 
8 10 
9 22 
7 G 

18 4-l 
35 49 

8 13 
9 21 

16 10 

II 0 

4 G 

IS 6 
13 7 
16 6 
20 G 

10 2 
10 1 

I G 
I2 G 

G 3 
3 G 
-z 0 
4 G 

99 tGG 
6 0 

399 

9.8 
SBK, S-4, 
BC.CD - 

$5 

237336 1 to7558 

9.3 6.5 

100 

8.3 
SBK. VU. 

14 
13 
7 

17 
ti 

2 
2 

1s 
29 
49 

3 
4 

16 
4 
5 

27 
77 

9 
2 

2 
18 
‘3 

29 
IGG 

13 

2010 

5.3 
CN, TN. CD, 
SBK, CR. 

@TX KU. 
SCN) 

34 
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botig Point~(“K)-squard (SBK) occurs in essentially all the better reproductions, 
and the vect~Jrs-ch& ratio, tert.-butyi uniqueness hnd carbon number seem also to 
k relaeveIY-imPo_nt- If for each vecCtor the Exner v&e in TabIe II is compared 
to the Femntage in TabIe IV, a fair positive correlation is noted between pzrEa_age 
ad the =i?rocal of the Exner value_ For example, SBK trzs the tigktest percenhge 
2nd the ~WS~Z Emer ~~~u~. The chain ratio vector is a noticeable exception, having 
Iars values for borh properties. 

SBK appears to be an importam vector in ezch of the factor spaces, having 
the highest percentage in every space (inchiding IOO”,/, representation in the I-, 5- 
and &factor spaces). Furtherma=, SBK is incorporated in each of the best combina- 
tions in Tab!e LV. We assume that SBK is more nearly equivaIent to the first abstract 
eigenvector than any other physicaHY si_mrificant vector. (From the values of the ab- 
stract e@nvah= -25.0, 0.035, 0.0023. etc.- the f?rst eigenvector dominates the 
space.) 

Examination of the data in Tabte IV also allows one to speculate on associa- 
tions between particular abstract eigenvectors and the physic& vectors. When going 
from one factor space to the next larger one, if certain physical vectors exhibit 2 

marked increase in percentage, then those vectors quite possibIy are more nearly 
equivaIent than the other phYsica vectors to the abstract eigenvector added to the 
space. SBK, with 100% representation in the one-factor space, is clearly associated 
wirh the first eigenvector. Going from one to two factors, we concfude that boiling 
point (“K) or boiling point (“C), for which the percenezges increase from 0 to 30 and 
24, respectiveIY, or perhaps sum adjacent (SA) is most probabIy analogous to the 
second eigenvector. None of the physicaI vectors except SBK (which is already ac- 
counted for) shows a large increzse in percentage going from the two- to the three- 
factor space. Methyl uniqueness appears to be most neariy associated with the fourth 
eigenvector, molar refraction, carbon number, boifing point (“C) or ferr.-butyl 
uniqueness, with the fifth eigenvector, and chain ratio or possibly carjon number 
squared, with the sixth eigenvsctor. The dependence of this approach upon the cut- 
OE and the nature of the set of vectors selected is yet to be established. 

If two vectors are equhalent, reproductions invoIv[ng the two vectors and the 
same sets of other vectors shouId Iead to equivaIent reproduction errors. We illustrate 
this approach by refer&g to the summary of better reproductions in TabIe IV (though 
tack of equivalence might aIs0 show from a study of the poorer reproductions). If 
the numegd pattetris for two vectors in TabIe IV are quite simiIar, we have evidence 
for the equivalence of two vectors which can be substantiated, e.g., by comparing in 
a six-factor spa- the reproductions of the two vectors in combination with common 
sets of five other vectors. From Table IV, the sets TN and CO, and Rm and RCO 
contiirz quite equivalent vectors; and the sets STN, SC0 2nd SCN and RCN 2nd 
~a appear to contain fairly equivaIent vectors. Reproductions with se&ted sets of 
six vectors confirm these conclusions. That so many reproductions gave quite &miIar 
a.r.a.e_ values further kpIies that there is considerabIe equivalence among the set of 
physical vectors-in TabIe KL 

At tie bottom of Table IV we List those vector combinations that gave the most 
accurate reproductions. In most case% vectors required for the best combinations 
have relatively high percentages. For example, with six factors, of the eight vectors 
having the hiaest percentage, five vectors are incorporated in the best reproduction. 
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The a.r.a.e. for the best six-factor reproduction (5.3) is less than twice the aver@ 
experiment& error in the data points. Thus zi reasonably coruplete empirical sohtion 
to the sohte pzn of the ether-solvent problem has been furmuhted fro% factor 
anaiysis. Verifxation or rejection of such solutions must await tie devefopment of 
considerably expanded theories of soWion. E factor analysis is applied to data that 
an be predicted adequately from present theoryi*Ez, even better predi&o= of 
experimental data arz possible. 

hother way of ginding rea! vectors tiat span the factor space is to utikze Zff 
combinations of rows or cohmns of data from the otiginaI matrix. In the factor 
analysis of hydrocarbon retention indices’, for example, orre set of solute-associated 
data vectors gave an a.r.3.e. smaHer than the precision of the data points. For the 
ether space tie best reproduction employing rows of data from the ori_@& matrix 
(each row being associated with a particular solute) had an 2.r.a.e. for six factors of 
2.8 (see Table V), witkin experimental error for this problem. The best reproduction 

TABLE v 
PERCENTAGE OF BETTER REPRODUCTIONS COMAIMNG SJ?EmC ROW VECTORS 
FROM DATA kt4TRI.X 
- 
Sohte rod Nutnber of factors med in repradrrciion 

I 2 3 4 5 6 

I 0 
2 6 
3 6 
4 6 

2 
6 
6 

7 6 
a 6 
9 6 

10 6 
!I 6 
12 6 
13 6 
14 6 
15 6 
16 6 
:7 6 
18 6 

To&l m&or of combinations 18 
Cut-& (a.r.a.e.) 50.0 
Pu‘umber of _~productioas 

kss ha3 Cut-oB 17 

Ii&t ccmbicwion : 
5i.r.z.e. 26.5 
V&Ors invok!d’ 6 

ri332-5: error 

20 0 

30 26 
50 26 
0 0 

10 31 
IO 0 
0 0 
c 0 
0 0 
0 17 
0 I3 

10 !7 
30 35 
0 4 
0 35 
0 0 

2.0 62 
0 35 

I53 816 

11.0 6.R 

10 

9.7 
3.11 

37 

23 

6.1 
II, 17. 
18 

35 

32 23 
33 45 
14 : 
15 79 
13 13 
0 13 

17 0 
0 52 

3s 16 
35 55 

. 

1; 
26 
36 

63 65 
24 16 
21 10 

S 51 
42 36 
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included rows represeming a range of ether types typic& of a set a chemist would Tick 
to span the space; the best set includes the smallest ether as weli. as ethers containing 
isoa@4, ferL-alkyl and vinyl groups. As was the case with reproductions using 
physical vector% many combinatians gave nearly equivalent repr~duch~s. The space 
does not have a unique solution from the standpoint of solute typs 

An andysis of the trends in percentage with the number of factors in Table V 
leads one to tentatively associate certain data rows with particular abstract eigenvectors. 
The first eigenvector appears to be equatiy represented by all the solctes (excluding 
dimethyl ether); oo one ether pkys a domioant role, as expected from the simdarity 
of the soktes. Based on the major increases in percentages as we go from left to right 
in Tabfz V, the dipentyi ether-associated row seems most neariy equivalent to ab- 
stract eigenvector number t~vo, the butyl vinyl, ai!yl ethyl or 2-ethyl-L-he& vinyI 
ethers, to eigeenvector three, the isopropyl pro&, dimethyl or diisopentyf ethers, EO 
eigenvector four, the dipropyl or isobutyl vinyl ethers, to eigenvector Eve, and the di- 
methyl or rerr.-butyl methyl ethers, to eigenvector six. Four of the ethers represented 
in the best combination for six factors are inckded in the above list. The uniqueness 
of dimeEhy[ and tert.-butyyI merhyI ethers for six factors (but not in smafier spaces) 
tiustrates a possible correlation between uniqueness and association with a~ abstract 
eigenvector. Excepting the data for butyl vinyI and alfyi ethyl ethers, no two sets of 
percentages in Tabfe V were very similar. 

Reproductions on the transpose of the data matrix invoiving ~$1 combinations 
of vectors associated with the stationary-phase solvents were performed to ascertain 
which solvent sets best span the interaction space. The best combination in the six- 
factcw space (see Table VI) had an a.r.a.e. of 2.9, within experimental error. As with 
the sch~tes, many combinations produce essentially equivalent reproductior;s. From 
Table VI we see that, based upon &he high-percenta ge criteria, diglycerol, r.low Corning 
FS I265 fuid, Kyprose SP80 and Zany! E7 are particuiarfy imp&ant in the six-factor 
space. The same solvents are also the most unique solvents for six factors (sez Table I). 

Equivalences between abstract eisenvectors and solvent-associated datavectors, 
as weI1 as the equivalences within the set of data vectors, can be estimated from the 
patteres in Table VT. For one factor, all coiumns are essential@ equivaIent. For two 
factors, the data vectors most probably equivaIent to the second eigenvector are as- 
sociated with digiycerol or Hyprose SPSO, those equivalent to thz third ei_penvcctor 
with EgepaE CO 890 (assuming digiycerol is already accounted for), those equivalent 
to the fourth eigenvector with Quadrol esspeciaityY or Czrbowzu 2034 thze equivalent 
to the 6fth eigenvector with Dow Coming FS 1265 fluid or Zany! E7, and those 
equivalent to the sixth eigenvector with FIexol 023 or diisodecyl phthafate. Some 
groups of chemically similar coatings, such as the set di-@ethyl) sebacats and diocW 
sebacate, and the set SE-X?, SE-31 and SE-52 e.xhibited aearIy the same pattern goin 
across Table VI, but, for example, the percemage data for Carbowax &JO and 
Carbowax 20M are quite dissimilar. An extended study of this type sboold be quite 
r;seful for charakerizing coatings and for choosin, e best se= of columns for genera.1 

separations, both problems of great practical importance”.‘s. 
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